SGA Cabinet Agenda  
Thursday, March 6, 2014  
Room 204  
7:03pm-8:53pm

Present: Augusta Gronquist, Ellen Kim, Najwa Alsheikh, Meghna Purkayastha, Tamra Bates, Frances Black, Prina Patel, Corynn Stoltenberg, Catherine Aguilar, Shreeya Rajanarayana, Diana Li,

Tardy: Ellina Nektalova, Idia Irele, Nahee Kwak, Leslie Hillsamer, Elizabeth Yun

Regrets: Nikita Bhargava, Dawn Ginnetti,

I. Call to order  
   A. Augusta Gronquist calls the meeting to order at 7:03pm

II. Minutes  
    A. 

III. Committee updates  
   A. Shreeya Rajanarayana- Had another successful ORC meeting  
   B. Ellen Kim- thinking about working with the Alumni house  
   C. Catherine Aguilar- Two representatives of the smith fund talked to Senate, Smith running came to present changes in their charter, Nahee Kwak and Najwa came to voice their thoughts on their restructuring. Gussie also spoke on her views regarding the restructuring. The senators discussed both views  
   D. Nahee Kwak- Senior wine and cheese April 4th, Senior Ball theme is Casino Royale, finalizing Senior Week schedule. Senior pub crawl was a big success  
   E. Elizabeth Yun- Last week the Athletic Association event March Madness was funded  
   F. Leslie Hillsamer- waiting to see how restructuring will affect elections  
   G. Najwa Alsheikh- trying to get movie nights organized. Sponsoring a climate change film series. Every Wednesday for 5 weeks.  
   H. Corryn Stoltenberg- working on Ada monologues and p  
   I. Diana Li- Class apparel is going out next week. Finally heard back from other 5 colleges for the big 5 college event mizer
J. Prina Patel- working out spa night with the first year class of 2017
K. Frances Black- met with social justice for Palestine. There is an Israeli professor, looking to get a Palestinian professor to speak on behalf.
L. Meghna Purkayastha- Tried to deal with the Sophian mess up in the newspaper. The cabinet position names were misprinted
M. Augusta Gronquist- trying to deal with the restructure proposal, and planning BOT participation. Kathy seems eager to talk about the proposed topics

IV. BOTs small groups
   A. Commencement Speaker group
   B. Restructuring BOT interaction

V. Break

VI. Emily Nagoski
   A. Emily Nagoski hopes to bring a connection with wellness and social justice to the Smith campus. The answer is **mindfulness**. Emotional intelligence incorporates regulating your mind with yourself, and regulating your mind with the people around you.
   B. Holding a 5 week leadership transformative experience.
   C. Begins wed. March 26. Will be held for 5 wednesdays in a row
   D. To register for the event, attend the orientation on March 10, 12:30pm.
   E. Encourages cabinet to practice mindfulness

VII. BOTs continued
   A. The two separate groups present their presentations to cabinet
   B. Look over presentations and consolidate ideas

VIII. Adjournment
   A. Augusta Gronquist adjourns the meeting at 8:53 pm

Announcements:

v BOT meeting is TOMORROW, March 7th from 4:45-5:45 pm
o Dress nicely! Be happy! Tea will be served!